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Purpose: To explore the therapeutic targets and regulatory mechanisms of the antitumor 
drug quercetin in the treatment of cervical cancer.
Methods: Cervical cancer (HeLa) cells were treated with quercetin and subjected to RNA 
sequencing using the BGISEQ-500 platform. By combined analysis of GEO database and 
RNA-seq results, the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) (namely, the genes in the GEO 
database that were upregulated/downregulated in cervical cancer compared with normal 
cervix and downregulated/upregulated after quercetin treatment) were identified. Functional 
enrichment and protein–protein interaction analyses were carried out for the DEGs. The 
candidate genes were identified using the Gentiscape2.2 and MCODE plug-ins for Cytoscape 
software, and the upstream miRNAs, lncRNAs, and circRNAs of the candidate genes were 
predicted using the online tools MirDIP, TarBase, and ENCORI. Finally, the regulatory 
network was constructed using Cytoscape software.
Results: Quercetin significantly inhibited the proliferation of cervical cancer cells. The 
combined analyses of the GEO database and RNA-seq results obtained 74 DEGs, and the 
functional enrichment analysis of the DEGs identified 861 biological processes, 32 cellular 
components, 50 molecular functions, and 56 KEGG pathways. Five therapeutic candidate 
genes, including EGFR, JUN, AR, CD44, and MUC1, were selected, and 10 miRNAs, 1 
lncRNA, and 71 circRNAs upstream of these genes were identified. Finally, a lncRNA/ 
circRNA-miRNA-mRNA-pathway regulatory network was constructed.
Conclusion: In this study, data mining was used to identify candidate genes and their 
regulatory network for the treatment of cervical cancer to provide a theoretical basis for 
targeted therapy of cervical cancer.
Keywords: quercetin, GEO, RNA-seq analysis, DEGs, candidate genes, regulatory network, 
cervical cancer

Introduction
Cervical cancer (CC) is a malignant tumor that seriously threatens women’s health, and 
the incidence and mortality of cervical cancer rank fourth among malignant tumors in 
women worldwide.1 From 2000 to 2015, the incidence and mortality of cervical cancer in 
China showed a slow-growth trend.2–4 Although traditional surgery, chemoradiotherapy, 
and adjuvant therapy have made great progress, many serious problems, such as recur-
rence, metastasis, and drug resistance, still face patients in the later stage of the disease. 
Vaccine immunization against human papillomavirus (HPV), which is the major risk 
factor for cervical cancer, has been developed and can prevent up to 70% of HPV-related 
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cervical cancer cases;5 however, vaccines cannot prevent all 
subtypes of HPV infection, there are age limits and concerns 
about the safety of the vaccine, and many people have been 
infected with HPV, so cervical cancer is still a malignant dis-
ease harmful to women’s health. With the rapid development 
of tumor molecular biology, tumor molecular targeted therapy 
has been applied in clinical practice, and its importance in 
tumor therapy has been increasingly recognized.

Quercetin (Que) is a well-known plant flavonoid that is 
reported to have an anticancer effect in vitro and in vivo. 
The safety and potential utility of quercetin for the pre-
vention and treatment of cancer has been demonstrated in 
animal experiments and clinical trials.6 Clemente-Soto 
et al reported that quercetin induced G2 phase cell cycle 
arrest and apoptosis with the activation of p53 in an E6 
expression-independent manner in cervical cancer cells.7 

We also found that quercetin significantly inhibited the 
proliferation of cervical cancer cells (HeLa and SiHa) 
and had dose-dependent effects. Since the antitumor 
effects of quercetin were well established, in this study, 
to explore the therapeutic molecular targets and regulatory 
mechanisms of cervical cancer, we treated HeLa cells with 
quercetin and then performed RNA-sequence (RNA-seq) 
analysis.

As an important component of bioinformatics, gene 
expression profiling has shown a great potential in cancer 
research, and widely used to study molecular changes involved 
in tumor progression, and discover new diagnostic, therapeutic 
and prognostic targets in various types of cancer. In this study, 
we downloaded four original human cervical cancer mRNA 
expression datasets from the NCBI-Gene Expression Omnibus 
(GEO) database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). By 
combined analysis of GEO and RNA-seq results, we identified 
differentially expressed genes (DEGs), analyzed functional 
enrichment and protein–protein interactions, found therapeutic 
candidate genes and their upstream miRNAs, lncRNAs, and 
circRNAs, and then constructed a regulatory network. This 
study might provide a reliable basis for exploring the regula-
tory mechanism and molecular targets of quercetin in the 
treatment of cervical cancer.

Materials and Methods
Cell Lines and Cell Culture
Human cervical cancer cell lines (HeLa and SiHa) were 
purchased from the American Type Culture Collection 
(ATCC, USA) and cultured in DMEM (Sigma-Aldrich, 

USA) supplemented with 10% FBS (HyClone, USA) at 
37°C in an atmosphere containing 5% CO2.

IC50 and Cell Viability Assays
IC50 and cell viability assays were measured using 
a 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazole-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bro-
mide (MTT, Sigma-Aldrich) assay. IC50 assay: Cells in the 
logarithmic growth stage were trypsinized, neutralized, 
and then plated at a density of 5×103 cells per well in 96- 
well plates in 200 µL diluted media.

Quercetin was dissolved in DMSO at a concentration 
of 100 mM and then diluted to the appropriate dose (0, 
6.25, 12.5, 25, 50, 100, or 200 µM; DMSO was used as 
a control) in the corresponding complete DMEM. 
Following the standard protocol, the 96-well plates were 
assessed at 24, 48, 72, and 96 hours by measuring the 
absorbance at 490 nm. Based on the data, we calculated 
the inhibition rate, performed curve fitting, and obtained 
the IC50 value.

Cell viability assay: Cells were plated at a density of 
1–2×103 cells per well in 96-well plates in 200 µL diluted 
quercetin media. The plates were tested on days 1, 3, 5, 
and 7 by measuring the absorbance at 490 nm. Cell growth 
curves were generated to measure cell proliferation.

RNA Extraction, Quantification, and 
Sequencing
HeLa cells were cultured in DMSO (control) or 25 µM 
quercetin media for 3 days. When they reached 60%–80% 
confluency, the cells were harvested and washed twice with 
PBS. Total RNA was extracted and purified from 6 samples 
(control group: n=3, and quercetin group: n=3) using TRIzol 
Reagent (Invitrogen) and then quantified and sequenced 
using the BGISEQ-500 platform by BGI Company (China).

Microarray Datasets
A total of 4 human cervical cancer mRNA expression 
datasets (GSE7803,8 GSE9750,9 GSE63514,10 GSE52711) 
were selected and downloaded from the GEO database 
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). All the datasets con-
tained a comparison between normal cervix and cervical 
cancer tissue samples. The platform for GSE7803 is the 
GPL96 [HG-U133A] Affymetrix Human Genome U133A 
Array, which contains 10 normal cervical samples and 21 
cervical cancer samples. The platform for GSE9750 is also 
GPL96, which contains 24 normal cervical epithelium sam-
ples and 33 primary tumor samples. The platform for 
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GSE63514 is the GPL570 [HG-U133_Plus_2] Affymetrix 
Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Array, which contains 24 
normal specimens and 28 cancer specimens. The platform 
for GSE527 is the GPL355 Human 10K cDNA Array, 
which contains 8 normal cervix samples and 25 cervical 
cancer samples. The RNA-seq results of HeLa cells treated 
with quercetin were provided by BGI Company.

Differentially Expressed Gene (DEG) 
Screening
GEO2R (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/geo2r/), an 
online tool in GEO datasets, was used to analyze the 
differentially expressed genes between normal cervix and 
cervical cancer tissue samples. Genes were selected with 
the following criteria: |logFC| ≥2, P value <0.05, and adj.P. 
Val <0.05. Then, the significantly upregulated or down-
regulated genes in the four databases were combined, and 
duplicate genes were removed.

The criteria of differentially expressed gene screening 
for the RNA-seq results were as follows: PossionDis: | 
log2FC| ≥1, FDR ≤0.001, DESeq2: |log2FC| ≥0, and 
Q value ≤0.05.

Finally, combined with the GEO database and RNA- 
seq analysis results, we identified the genes in the GEO 
database that were upregulated/downregulated in cervical 
cancer compared with the normal cervix and downregu-
lated/upregulated after treatment with quercetin. For con-
venience, we refer to the final identified differentially 
expressed genes as “DEGs” in the following text.

Functional Analysis of DEGs
The final screened DEGs were submitted to the Metascape 
(https://metascape.org/gp/index.html) database for enrich-
ment analysis of Gene Ontology (GO, including biological 
process, cellular component, molecular function) and 
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) 
pathways. The enrichment criteria were as follows: min 
overlap ≥2, P value cutoff ≤0.05, min enrichment ≥1.5, 
and default values for the rest.

The Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting Genes 
(STRING, https://string-db.org/cgi/) was used to analyze 
and visualize interaction relationships between proteins. 
The final DEGs were uploaded to STRING with the fol-
lowing basic settings: active interaction sources were set 
as textmining, experiments, databases; minimum required 
interaction score ≥0.5; display simplification: hide discon-
nected nodes in the network.

Screening Therapeutic Candidate Genes 
of Quercetin
The gene sets with an interaction relationship were 
imported into Cytoscape software to build a visible net-
work. First, the Gentiscape2.2 plug-in was used to calcu-
late the network and topology characteristics of each node. 
The corresponding genes of nodes with a degree value ≥ 
mean+SD were hub genes, and those with a betweenness 
value ≥ mean+SD were bottleneck genes. With the 
MCODE plug-in, the parameters were set as degree cutoff 
≥3, K-core ≥4, and default values for the rest, and then the 
core genes that constitute the stable structure of the net-
work were identified. Finally, the ‘Calculate and draw 
custom Venn diagrams’ online tool (http://bioinformatics. 
psb.ugent.be/webtools/Venn/) was used to select the com-
mon genes among the hub genes, bottleneck genes, and 
core genes as therapeutic candidate genes.

Quantitative Real-Time PCR (qRT-PCR) 
Analysis
The above total RNA was reverse transcribed into comple-
mentary DNA (cDNA) using the RevertAid First Strand 
cDNA Synthesis Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific), which 
was used as a template for qRT-PCR amplification. The 
PCR mixtures were prepared to a final volume of 20 µL 
by using PowerUpTM SYBRTM Green Master Mix (Applied 
Biosystems), and three wells for each sample. PCR assay 
was performed using the ABI 7500 real-time PCR platform 
(ABI Life Technologies), and the cycling parameter as fol-
lows: 1 cycle of 50°C for 2 minutes, 1 cycle of 95°C for 2 
minutes, 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 seconds and 60°C for 
1 minute. Fold changes were calculated and normalized via 
the ΔΔCt method using GAPDH as the internal normaliza-
tion control. Primers used were as follows: (5ʹ-3ʹ): EGFR (F: 
GCTTGCATTGATAGAAATGG, R: GTCGTCTATGCTG 
TCCTC); JUN (F: CAGGTGGCACAGCTTAAACA, R: 
CGCAACTTGTCAAGTTCTCA); AR (F: CCTGGCTTC 
CGCAACTTACAC; GGACTTGTGCATGCGGTACTC); 
CD44 (F: CGGACACCATGGACAAGTTT, CCGTCCG 
AGAGATGCTGTAG); MUC1 (F: GTGCCCCCTA 
GCAGTACCG, R: GACGTGCCCCTACAAGTTGG); and 
GAPDH (F: CAATGACCCCTTCATTGACC; R: GACA 
AGCTTCCCGTTCTCAG).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 
V8.3.0 software (La Jolla). The significance of the differences 
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between control (DMSO) and quercetin group was determined 
by the Student’s t-test. All data were shown as the mean±SEM, 
and a value of p <0.05 was defined as statistically significant.

Upstream miRNAs, lncRNAs, and 
circRNAs Analysis of Candidate Genes
We submitted the candidate genes to the MirDIP database (http:// 
ophid.utoronto.ca/mirDIP/index_confirm.jsp) to predict their 
upstream interacting miRNAs with the following parameters: 
score class, very high; integrated score ≥0.6. We then verified the 
authenticity online with the TarBase v.8 database (http://carolina. 
imis.athena-innovation.gr/diana_tools/web/index.php?r=tarba 
sev8); then, the miRNAs were submitted to the ENCORI (http:// 
starbase.sysu.edu.cn/index.php) online tool for analysis of 
upstream lncRNAs and circRNAs with the following parameters: 
Clip-data ≥5, Degradome-data ≥3, and default values for the rest.

Construction of the lncRNA/ 
circRNA-miRNA-mRNA-Pathway 
Regulatory Network
The main pathways related to the candidate genes and the 
corresponding miRNAs, lncRNAs, and circRNAs that met 
the screening criteria were summarized. The file was 
established and imported into Cytoscape software to con-
struct a visual lncRNA/circRNA-miRNA-mRNA-pathway 
regulatory network.

Results
Quercetin Inhibited the Proliferation of 
Cervical Cancer Cells
To confirm the antitumor effect of quercetin, HeLa and SiHa 
cells were treated with different concentrations of quercetin, 
and MTT assays were used to detect cell proliferation. The 

results showed that quercetin significantly inhibited the pro-
liferation of cervical cancer cells (P <0.001) and had a dose- 
dependent effect (Figure 1A and B).

Identification of DEGs in the Treatment 
of Cervical Cancer with Quercetin
Four cervical cancer raw microarray datasets (GSE7803, 
GSE9750, GSE63514, and GSE527) were analyzed in GEO 
online, and the results showed that there were 1887 differen-
tially expressed genes between normal cervix and cervical 
cancer tissue samples, including 698 upregulated genes and 
1189 downregulated genes.

Because quercetin significantly inhibited the prolifera-
tion of cervical cancer cells, we treated HeLa cells with 
quercetin and then performed RNA-seq analysis. A total of 
1122 differentially expressed genes were identified, includ-
ing 688 upregulated genes and 434 downregulated genes.

We combined the results of the GEO database and RNA-seq 
analyses and identified the upregulated/downregulated genes in 
the GEO database in cervical cancer compared with normal 
cervix; we also identified the genes that showed the opposite 
changes in expression after quercetin treatment as downregu-
lated/upregulated genes. Finally, as shown in Table 1, we identi-
fied 74 differentially expressed genes (DEGs), including 21 that 
were upregulated in GEO but downregulated after treatment with 
quercetin and 53 that were downregulated in GEO but upregu-
lated after treatment with quercetin.

GO Function and KEGG Pathway 
Enrichment Analysis of DEGs
The identified DEGs were analyzed in the Metascape 
database for enrichment analysis of Gene Ontology (GO, 
including biological process, cellular component, molecu-
lar function) and KEGG pathways.

Figure 1 Quercetin inhibited the proliferation of cervical carcinoma cells. (A) HeLa cells were treated with DMSO (vehicle control) or 12.5, 25, or 50 µM quercetin, and an 
MTT assay was used to assess cell proliferation. (B) SiHa cells were treated with DMSO (vehicle control) or 25, 50, or 100 µM quercetin, and an MTT assay was used to 
assess cell proliferation. Values are shown as the mean±SEM (two-way ANOVA, **p <0.01, ***p <0.001 vs the corresponding control).
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There were 861 enriched biological processes, 32 
enriched cellular components, and 50 enriched molecular 
functions. As shown in Figure 2, the top 20 clusters of 
biological processes with their representative enriched 
terms included circadian rhythm, apoptotic signaling path-
way, gland development, positive regulation of vasculature 
development, fat cell differentiation, and regulation of DNA- 
binding transcription factor activity, etc. (Figure 2A). The top 
8 clusters of cellular components included transcription fac-
tor complex, costamere, membrane raft, apical plasma mem-
brane, perinuclear region of cytoplasm, and azurophil 
granule lumen (Figure 2B). The top 15 clusters of molecular 
functions included transcription factor binding, transcription 
cofactor binding, DNA-binding transcription activator activ-
ity, cofactor binding, Wnt-activated receptor activity, ATPase 
binding, and phosphatase binding (Figure 2C).

Furthermore, 56 KEGG pathways were enriched, and 
the top 8 clusters with their representative enriched terms 
are shown in Figure 3, including circadian rhythm, pro-
teoglycans in cancer, microRNAs in cancer, ErbB signal-
ing pathway, AGE-RAGE signaling pathway in diabetic 
complications, and regulation of lipolysis in adipocytes.

the STRING online tool was used to analyze and visualize the 
protein–protein interaction relationships of the DEGs. According 
to the set parameter criteria, 32 proteins without interaction were 
hidden, and a protein interaction network with 65 edges was 
constructed from the remaining 42 node proteins (Figure 4).

Identification of Therapeutic Candidate 
Genes and Analysis of Upstream 
miRNAs, lncRNAs, and circRNAs
The above protein–protein interaction network was imported 
into Cytoscape software, and with the MCODE plug-in, 7 

core genes that constitute the stable structure of the network 
were identified (Figure 5A, Table 2). The Gentiscape2.2 
plug-in was used and identified 6 hub genes and 5 bottleneck 
genes (Table 2). The common core genes, hub genes, and 
bottleneck genes, which are critical to the network, were 
considered candidate genes and included epidermal growth 
factor receptor (EGFR), Jun proto-oncogene (JUN), andro-
gen receptor (AR), cluster of differentiation 44 (CD44), and 
mucin 1 (MUC1) (Figure 5B, Table 2). We also used a qRT- 
PCR assay to detect the RNA expression level of candidate 
genes in HeLa control and quercetin group. The results 
showed that the expression of four genes (EGFR, AR, 
CD44, MUC1) matched the RNA-seq analysis, and the 
expression of JUN had no significant difference between 
the two groups (Figure 5C). About the targeting of quercetin 
to JUN gene, the literature reported that quercetin increased 
the expression of c-Jun and p-c-Jun in a dose-dependent 
manner in prostatic cell lines.12

After the 5 candidate genes were submitted to the MirDIP 
database to predict their upstream interacting miRNAs and 
verified for authenticity in TarBase v.8 online, 10 miRNAs 
were identified (Table 3). Then, the above miRNAs were 
submitted to the ENCORI online tool for analysis of their 
upstream lncRNAs and circRNAs, and 2 miRNA–lncRNA 
relationship pairs and 174 miRNA–circRNA relationship pairs 
were obtained. After the deletion of duplicate genes, a total of 
1 lncRNA and 71 circRNAs were identified (Table 3).

lncRNA/circRNA-miRNA-mRNA- 
Pathway Regulation Network
The candidate genes and their related KEGG pathways, as 
well as all the interaction relationships involved in the 
upstream miRNAs, lncRNA, and circRNAs, were imported 
into Cytoscape software to construct a visualization of the 
lncRNA/circRNA-miRNA-mRNA-pathway regulatory net-
work, which included a total of 90 nodes (4 candidate genes, 
4 KEGG pathways, 10 miRNAs, 1 lncRNA, and 71 
circRNAs) and 116 pathways (Figure 6).

Discussion
At present, biomedicine has entered the era of big data. 
With the help of massive datasets from multi-omics at 
multiple levels of biomedicine, it is possible to study the 
functional mechanisms of organisms in unprecedented 
breadth and depth. Because biomedical data are often 
scattered and complex, bioinformatics, which is based 
on massive data mining and analysis, has been widely 

Table 1 Identifying 74 Differentially Expressed Genes (DEGs) by 
Combining the GEO Database and RNA-Seq Analyses

A. 21 genes upregulated in geo, downregulated after quercetin

APOL2, BCCIP, BIRC3, C3, CCDC28B, CRIP1, EFNA1, GALNT2, GTPBP8, 
IL32, ISG15, KRT17, KRT18, KRT8, LIPE, LMO7, MUC1, PLAC8, 
SNRNP25, TMC5, UPF3B

B. 53 genes downregulated in geo, upregulated after quercetin

ADGRL2, ANK2, AR, BCHE, BHLHE40, CD44, CELSR2, CRYL1, CYP11A1, 
DAPK1, DUSP5, EGFR, EGR1, EPHX2, FCGBP, FOSB, FZD1, FZD10, 
GAB1, HIPK2, HMOX1, IER3, IRS2, JUN, KCTD15, KLF10, KLF4, KMT2D, 
LRRN2, MAFB, MAP2, NLRX1, NPAS2, NR1D1, NT5E, PER2, PHGDH, 
PIM1, PPP1R15A, RFX2, SLC16A6, SLC48A1, SNX19, SRD5A1, THSD4, 
TLE4, TMEM246, TST, WNK1, WNT5A, ZCCHC24, ZNF710, ZSCAN18
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used in the process of seeking diagnostic and therapeutic 
targets of various diseases (including tumors) in applica-
tions such as identifying the etiology, clinical diagnostic 

markers, and targets of disease as well as discovering and 
predicting the functions of key molecules and regulatory 
mechanisms.

Figure 2 Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis results of DEGs. (A) Top 20 clusters of biological processes with their representative enriched terms. (B) Top 8 clusters 
of cellular components with their representative enriched terms. (C) Top 15 clusters of molecular functions with their representative enriched terms.

Figure 3 KEGG pathway enrichment analysis results of DEGs.
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GEO and The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) database are 
the most well-known public biomedical databases. In TCGA, 
there were 296 cervical cancer samples and 3 normal samples, 
which was too few, so we chose the GEO database for analy-
sis. The GEO database includes GSE7803, GSE9750, 
GSE63514, GSE527, and GSE46857.13 There were 25 cervi-
cal cancer samples and 4 normal samples in the GSE46857 
dataset; thus, the number of the normal group was less than 5 
in this dataset. Additionally, analysis of a few of the differen-
tially expressed genes, such as ARMC8, H6PD, and TTN, 
revealed contradictory results in which the expression in the 
control group was higher or lower than that in the cervical 
cancer group, so the GSE46857 dataset was excluded.

With the Cytoscape software Gentiscape2.2 and 
MCODE plug-ins, we identified 5 candidate genes 
(EGFR, JUN, AR, CD44, MUC1) that were differentially 
expressed after quercetin treatment in cervical cancer 
cells and predicted the upstream miRNAs of the candi-
date genes using the MirDIP and TarBase online tools. 
According to the screening criteria and verification 
results, we did not find an upstream miRNA of MUC1 
(Figure 6), but we cannot rule out the possibility that 
MUC1 is targeted in cervical cancer. Many works in the 
literature have reported that the candidate genes identified 
in this study play important roles in the treatment of 
tumors. MUC1 induced cancer stem cell (CSC) 

Figure 4 Protein–protein interaction analysis results of DEGs.
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enrichment in paclitaxel-resistant cells via activation of 
EGFR, which enhanced IL-6 transcription, and this effect 
was eliminated by erlotinib, suggesting a novel strategy 
to treat paclitaxel-resistant cervical cancer.14 EGFR is 
highly expressed in cervical cancer tissues,15 and EGFR 
activation is associated with poor prognosis in cervical 
cancer patients.16 EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) 
are widely used for the treatment of cancers, such as lung 
cancer,17 non-small cell lung cancer,18 and colorectal 
cancer,19 especially in patients with EGFR mutations. 
Detection of AR splice variant 7 is associated with 
worse outcomes for patients with castration-resistant 
prostate cancer who are treated with AR signaling 
(ARS) inhibitors.20 Quercetin dramatically induced the 

protein expression of c-Jun which in turn inhibited the 
AR function.12 Our results showed that the RNA 

Figure 5 Screening of therapeutic candidate genes. (A) Interaction diagram of the core genes; (B) Venn analysis of the core genes, hub genes, and bottleneck genes; (C) 
Treated HeLa cells with DMSO (vehicle control) and 25 µM quercetin, the RNA expression of genes were detected using qRT-PCR assay, and the statistical analysis was 
shown. Student's t-test was used for the statistical analysis, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.

Table 2 Screening Results of Therapeutic Candidate Genes

Types Names

Core genes JUN, EGFR, MUC1, KRT8, KRT18, CD44, AR
Hub genes EGFR, JUN, CD44, AR, MUC1, KRT18
Bottleneck genes EGFR, JUN, AR, CD44, MUC1

Note: The genes shown in bold were therapeutic candidate genes.

Table 3 Analysis of the Upstream Interacting miRNAs, lncRNA, 
and circRNAs of Candidate Genes

Types Names

miRNA hsa-miR-200b-3p, hsa-miR-139-5p, hsa-miR-7-5p, hsa-miR 
-200c-3p, hsa-miR-429, hsa-miR-495-3p, hsa-miR-32-5p, hsa- 
miR-454-3p, hsa-miR-92a-3p, hsa-miR-138-5p

lncRNA MALAT1

circRNA DHX9, NRBP1, RAI14, G3BP1, POM121C, KIAA1432, PSAP, 
SPTSSA, NOP56, XPO1, CCT5, RPS23, LAPTM4B, SCD, 
LUC7L3, SLC39A6, RCC2, RPS7, CTDSP1, CCNI, C11orf10, 
AHNAK, ARPP19, SRRM2, TBC1D10B, SEPW1, CBS, 
TAGLN2, NCK2, hsa_circ_001859, CNBP, MRFAP1, 
TMEM165, SEPT11, TMED9, HNRNPA2B1, SEC61G, CALU, 
hsa_circ_0089761, HCFC1, OTUD3, ATP5G3, C5orf24, 
ZDHHC5, NOB1, RECQL5, PTP4A2, 7-Mar, MYO10, 
C8orf38, RABGAP1, TAF1D, DAD1, STRN3, NEMF, RPS29, 
HNRNPL, NCL, PTMA, PPP2CA, VTA1, DNAJB6, RAD21, 
EEF1D, PRRC2B, GAPDH, FBRSL1, CKB, POLR2A, RPS28, 
NGFRAP1
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expression of JUN was increased in SiHa cells after 
treated with DMSO and 50 µM quercetin (data not 
shown). Therefore, the targeting of quercetin to JUN 
gene may be affected by cell type and state. The presence 

of stem cell proteins (such as SOX2) and the loss of 
CD44 independently predict reduced locoregional control 
in locally advanced cervical cancer.21 We also identified 
upstream lncRNAs and circRNAs of miRNAs using the 

Figure 6 The lncRNA/circRNA-miRNA-mRNA-pathway regulatory network.
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ENCORI online tool, imported all relationships into 
Cytoscape software, and constructed a visual lncRNA/ 
circRNA-miRNA-mRNA-pathway regulatory network.
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